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Abstract. The ability to separate large volumes of mixed species based on
atomic mass appears desirable for a variety of emerging applications with high
societal impact. One possibility to meet this objective consists in leveraging
mass differential effects in rotating plasmas. Beyond conventional centrifugation,
rotating plasmas offer in principle additional ways to separate elements based
on mass. Single ion orbits show that ion radial mass separation in a uniform
magnetized plasma column can be achieved by applying a tailored electric
potential profile across the column, or by driving a rotating magnetic field
within the column. Furthermore, magnetic pressure and centrifugal effects can
be combined in a non-uniform geometry to separate ions based on mass along
the field lines. Practical application of these separation schemes hinges on the
ability to produce the desirable electric and magnetic field configuration within
the plasma column.
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1. Introduction
New and innovative separation techniques could prove
extremely valuable in a variety of applications. For
instance, it was recently shown that substituting
membrane-based separation for distillation in separa-
tion processes could lead to a 7% decrease of the to-
tal U. S. energy consumption [1]. The same study
projects that implementing energy efficient separation
techniques in the U. S. petroleum, chemical and pa-
per manufacturing sectors alone could save 100 million
tonnes of carbon dioxide emissions and $4 billion in en-
ergy costs annually. Besides the economical incentive,
the development of innovative separation techniques
is also motivated by their anticipated enabling role in
many applications [2, 3].
Physical separation techniques rely on differences
in physical properties. Common examples are distil-
lation, centrifugation and filtration, for which differ-
ences in respectively boiling point, mass and size are
used. In essence, physical separation techniques har-
ness differential transport and equilibrium properties
in a species mixture. A sub-group of physical separa-
tion techniques is plasma separation techniques, where
the feed to be separated is first turned into a plasma [4].
By ionizing the input feed, separation is carried out
at the elemental level. As a result, the whole range
of plasma transport phenomenon can in principle be
leveraged to produce the desired separation properties.
Physical separation at the elemental level can be
traced back to Dempster’s mass spectrometer [5] and
the calutron device [6], in which magnetic deflection
was used to separate ions based on mass. In these
devices, throughput is limited both by space charge
effects [7, 8] and instabilities [9]. Since plasmas
offer a natural neutralization mechanism, plasmas
began being considered for separation applications. In
particular, the realization that diffusion in a multi-ion
species plasma subjected to centrifugal or gravitational
forces exhibits asymmetrical effects [10–13] led to the
development of plasma centrifuges [14–16] which were
then used for isotope separation [17–20]. In these
devices, collisional drag between species leads to an
inward drift of the light species and an outward drift of
the heavy species [10]. Separation arises from the mass
dependent, and therefore species dependent, radial
equilibrium density profile controlled by rotation [13,
21]. Although plasma centrifuges are conceptually
similar to gas and liquid centrifuges, rotation in these
devices results from electromagnetic forces and not
from frictional entrainment by moving parts. This
difference allows for much larger rotation speeds, which
in principle translates to higher separation power per
centrifuge [22].
Besides the differential collisional drag exploited
in plasma centrifuges, various other differential
mechanisms in plasmas were proposed and studied
to separate isotopes [23]. For example, differences
in excitation energy were used in atomic vapor
and molecular laser separation [24], while ion-
wave interactions, such as ion cyclotron resonance
(ICR) [25,26], ponderomotive force [27,28] and hybrid
resonance [29] were suggested for the development
of electromagnetic separators. It is worth noting
that both the ICR process through the TRW
program [30] and the laser separation process through
the AVLIS [31] and MLIS [32] programs were
demonstrated in laboratory at large scale.
Isotope separation stands out from other separa-
tion needs owing to the small mass difference between
the elements to be separated. A legitimate question is
therefore to ask whether new plasma mechanisms can
be put forward to efficiently separate elements if relax-
ing the constraint on the mass difference. In this paper,
we offer some perspectives on this question. First, in
Sec. 2, a variety of applications with high societal im-
pact and for which high-throughput plasma mass sep-
aration could prove valuable is highlighted. In light
of this observation, in Sec. 3, mass differential confine-
ment properties for a particular class of configurations,
namely rotating plasmas, are reviewed. The mass sep-
aration potential of rotating plasmas is first considered
in a uniform axial magnetic field, and then extended
to non-uniform fields. In Sec. 4, the main findings are
summarized.
2. Rationale for developing high-throughput
plasma mass separation techniques
2.1. Need for new separation technologies
Owing to the role they play in many industries, e. g.
chemical, petroleum refining and materials processing,
and the opportunities they present for waste reduction
and energy efficiency, the development of separation
technologies is of great importance (see, e. g., Refs. [2,
3]).
For example, consider nuclear waste cleanup in the
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United States [33], which is projected to cost more than
280 billion dollars over the next 40 years [34]. Cleanup
effort requires notably separating high-activity waste
from low-activity waste before vitrification and
eventually storage in a geological repository. Due to
the heterogeneous and dynamic properties of some
of these wastes, conventional separation techniques
are particularly challenged. In the meantime, the
cleanup cost depends strongly on the efficiency of waste
partitioning and minimization [35]. Therefore, “the
development of robust and well-understood technologies
to enable safe, selective, efficient, and cost-effective
cleanup of wastes” has recently been called for [36].
Another example is nuclear spent fuel reprocess-
ing [37, 38] as envisioned in advanced nuclear fuel cy-
cles [39,40]. Spent fuel reprocessing and closed fuel cy-
cles, through partitioning and transmuting long lived
actinides into shorter lived elements, can decrease the
lifetime and associated biological hazards of nuclear
spent fuel to a few hundred years [41, 42]. However,
transmutation requires separating a priori actinides
from lanthanides found in spent fuel because of the
larger neutron capture cross section of lanthanides [43].
Owing to the similar chemical properties of these el-
ements [44, 45], separating lanthanides (4-f block el-
ements) from actinides (5-f block elements) requires
multiple complex chemical stages, which comes at the
expense of cost and reliability [46]. Therefore, a single
stage process is desired.
Finally, yet another example is rare earth
recycling. Expansion of rare earth recycling could
mitigate the risks associated with the high-volatility
of rare earth market [47], as well as limit the
environmental impact associated with rare earth
mining [48]. However, existing hydro-metallurgical
recycling pathways are very similar to the multiple
stage processes used for extraction from primary
ores [49], and hence also often suffer from a significant
environmental footprint. Here again, a clean single
stage process is desired.
2.2. Interest for plasma mass separation
Looking at the elemental composition of the feed
and desired product streams of these three separation
needs reveals an interesting characteristic. As shown
in Fig. 1, the components to be separated break
down into a light and a heavy component for each
application. For nuclear waste cleanup (Fig. 1a),
high-activity elements are much heavier than low-
activity elements [50]. For spent fuel reprocessing
(Fig. 1b), lanthanides are lighter than actinides [51].
Finally, for rare earth recovery from NdFeB magnets
(Fig. 1c), rare earth elements are heavier than all other
constituents [52]. In all three cases, the light and heavy
components are separated by a gap of 30 − 50 atomic
m (amu)
Figure 1. Composition of the input feed as a function of
atomic mass for various separation needs : a) separation of high
activity waste from low activity waste in nuclear waste cleanup,
from [50], b) actinides/lanthanides separation in nuclear spent
fuel reprocessing, from [51] and c) rare earth separation in rare
earth recycling of NdFeB magnets, from [52].
mass units. In light of this feature, it appears that mass
separation at the elemental level could prove valuable
for these three applications.
Besides the ability to separate elements ade-
quately, another constrain lies in the ability to process
the amount of material required by a given application.
For example, take spent fuel reprocessing. Largest
chemical reprocessing plants handle some 106 kg of
spent fuel per year, of which actinides and lanthanides
account for about 103 and 104 kg, respectively [51,53].
Separation of actinides from lanthanides will thus re-
quire a throughput of about 104 kg per year. In plasma
mass separation devices designed for isotope separa-
tion, a trade-off generally exists between throughput
and enrichment factor as a result of collisions. In
the TRW experiment [30], the largest experimental
throughput produced was about 10 kg/year, and the
best projections were of the order of 100 kg/year [54,
p. 123]. Although enrichment factor would bene-
fit from larger mass difference allowing in turn for
larger throughput, this is unlikely to suffice to meet
the requirement of, say, spent fuel reprocessing. Con-
cepts combining ICR selective heating with particle
drift in curved magnetic field could possibly achieve
103 kg/year [55], but they are still limited by colli-
sions. There is therefore an incentive to look for new
plasma mass separation schemes which would allow
high-throughput processing.
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2.3. Cost of plasma separation
Although mass separation at the elemental level holds
promise for the applications discussed at the beginning
of this section, it remains to show that the cost of
plasma separation is not prohibitive.
After a possible pre-treatment operation, plasma
separation first requires turning the input feed into a
plasma. In practice, this step breaks down into two
sub-steps. The material is first heated to become a gas
in the evaporation step. Upon further heating, the gas
is turned into a plasma in the ionization step. Once the
input feed is ionized, the plasma has to be maintained
while separation processes occur. An estimate of the
separation cost can be derived based on the cost of each
of these processes.
The first process consists in turning the input feed
into a plasma. Strictly speaking, the energy cost for
turning solid material into a gas is the sum of the
latent heat of both fusion and vaporization, plus the
enthalpy change corresponding to heating the material
from room temperature to fusion temperature, and
then from fusion temperature to boiling temperature.
However, the latent heat of vaporization LV typically
dominates the other contributions, and the energy cost
of turning material into a gas is in first approximation
LV . For metals, LV ∼ 1 − 10 MJ/kg. This however
does not include any losses. Using laser ablation
as a baseline, the real energy cost for evaporation
depends on the laser absorptivity χ, which is typically
0.1 − 0.4 for common metals [56]. Accounting finally
for the laser electric efficiency ηl, the energy cost for
evaporation is ηl
−1χ−1LV . For a poor ηl = 0.1, this is
at most 1 GJ/kg.
An estimate for the energy cost of ionization can
be obtained by assuming a fully ionized plasma and
a given chemical composition. Ionization energy for
atoms varies between 3.8 eV for francium and 24.6 eV
for helium. One kilogram of material of average atomic
mass mi ∼ 100 amu is made of about 6 10
24 atoms.
The energy cost for fully ionizing 1 kg of such material
is hence roughly 3 − 25 MJ/kg. Here again, energy
losses such as excitation and radiation losses need to
be accounted for. For helicon plasmas, the efficiency
of plasma formation ηp has been shown to be about
0.4 in pure argon [57]. Since complex plasmas will add
extra energy dissipation channels, the plasma efficiency
is expected to be lower in this case. For a very degraded
ηp = 0.02, the cost of plasma formation and and
maintenance is about 0.15− 1.25 GJ/kg.
Summing these two contributions, an upper bound
energy cost for plasma separation is 2 GJ/kg. For an
electricity cost of $0.12 per kW.h, this is about $65 per
kg. It is worth pointing out here that this figure could
be significantly lower if one could produce separation
in a partially ionized plasma since the ionization cost
scales with the number of ionized atoms. Besides
processing costs considered thus far, capital, operation
and maintenance costs will have to be accounted for.
However, owing to a comparatively small footprint,
capital costs of plasma techniques are expected to be
inferior to those of chemical techniques. This scaling
was for example observed when comparing high-
temperature processing and aqueous processing [58].
A processing cost of $65 per kg already suggests
that plasma techniques, at least in their current
form, are unlikely to be attractive for applications
for which proven techniques are readily available.
However, preliminary cost comparative suggests that
plasma techniques might be competitive with the
proposed chemical solutions for nuclear waste cleanup
thanks to improved waste minimization [50]. Similar
considerations suggest that plasma processing of
NdFeB magnets for rare earth recovery could be
economically attractive [52]. Finally, the continuous
plasma processing of spent fuel unloaded from a
nuclear reactor has been estimated to only require
0.06% of the output power of this reactor [59].
Further to this point, a complete cost comparison
should include the environmental, social and econom-
ical costs and benefits of each separation techniques.
Although these effects are difficult to quantify, this is
where plasma techniques could prove particularly ad-
vantageous. It may be that the very limited environ-
mental cost of plasma techniques will offset a possible
disadvantage when considering processing costs alone.
3. Mass differential confinement effects in
magnetized rotating plasmas
In the search for mass differential effects, rotating
configurations hold particular promise thanks to the
centrifugal effects associated with rotation. In the
remaining of this paper, we therefore analyze in
a systematic manner mass differential confinement
properties in magnetized rotating plasmas.
3.1. E ×B rotating plasmas in purely axial magnetic
field
Two relatively simple configurations can be readily
identified to produce rotation as a result of the E×B
drift in a plasma column: an axial magnetic combined
with a radial electric field, or, alternatively, a radial
magnetic field and an axial electric field. The former of
these two configurations, with a uniform axial magnetic
field B = B0ez and a radial electric field E = Erer =
−∇(φ) as depicted in Fig. 2, displays the interesting
property that the cross-product of the centrifugal force
with the magnetic field is non zero. As a result,
centrifugal forces cause an additional azimuthal drift.
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Figure 2. Linear configuration: uniform axial magnetic field
and radial electric field.
Considering the plasma column in Fig. 2, and
neglecting first collisions, the radial force balance on
a particle of charge q and mass m writes
−ω2 =
q
mr
Er + sgn(q)Ωω, (1)
with ω the particle azimuthal angular frequency,
sgn(x) = x/|x| the sign function and Ω = |q|B0/m
the cyclotron frequency. The equilibrium solution is
described by the slow and fast Brillouin modes [60]
ωB
± = −sgn(q)
Ω
2
[
1±
√
1−
4mEr
qB0
2r
]
. (2)
Out of these two modes, only the slow mode ωB
−
depicted in Fig. 3 arises spontaneously. Introducing
the azimuthal drift velocity in the limit of zero inertia
ΩE = −Er/(rB0), Eq. (2) rewrites
ωB
− = −sgn(q)
Ω
2
[
1−
√
1 + 4sgn(q)
ΩE
Ω
]
. (3)
Taylor expanding Eq. (3) for |ΩE |/Ω≪ 1, one gets
ωB
− = ΩE
[
1− sgn(q)
ΩE
Ω
+O
([
ΩE
Ω
]2)]
(4)
In the limit |ΩE |/Ω→ 0, one recovers ω = ΩE . In this
limit, there is no difference in azimuthal E × B drift
velocity between charged species.
For Er ≤ 0, ΩE ≥ 0, and plasma rotation is in
the counter-clockwise direction. Eq. (3) shows that
centrifugal effects speed up rotation for negatively
charged particles, and slow up particles for positively
charged particles, as seen in Fig. 3. For two positive
ions of different mass, the angular velocity of the
light ion is larger than the angular velocity of the
heavy ion. On the other hand, rotation is in the
clockwise direction for Er ≥ 0, and ΩE ≤ 0. For
-0.2 -0.1 0 0.1 0.2
-0.4
-0.2
0
0.2
0.4
Figure 3. Slow Brillouin mode for positively (blue) and
negatively (red) charged particles, with Ω = |q|B0/m the gyro-
frequency and ΩE = −Er/B0 the E×B drift angular frequency.
Rotation is counter-clockwise (ωB
− > 0) for Er < 0, and
reciprocally. The black dotted curve represents the zero inertia
solution.
this polarity, positively charged particles rotate faster,
while negatively charged particles rotate slower. For
two positive ions of different mass, the norm of the
angular velocity of the light ion is smaller than the
norm of the angular velocity of the heavy ion. Note
that the difference in azimuthal velocity between two
different ion species leads to a positive (resp. negative)
azimuthal drag force on heavy (resp. light) ions
no matter the polarity of the radial electric field.
In both cases, this drag force causes light ions to
drift radially inward and heavy ions to drift radially
outward. This is the physical mechanism behind
plasma centrifugation [11].
Now, looking at Eq. (3), one notices that there is
no solution if
sgn(q)
ΩE
Ω
≥ −1/4. (5)
This limit, known as the Brillouin limit, means that
ions are radially unconfined for fast enough rotation in
the clockwise direction, and electrons are unconfined
for fast enough rotation in the counter-clockwise
direction. Since Ωe ≫ Ωi, the latter is however
unlikely.
To illustrate these confinement properties, it is
interesting (as it will become clear later) to consider
particle equilibrium in the frame rotating with the
angular velocity ̟ = −sgn(q)Ω/2 ez. Let us denote
variables in this rotating frame with a .˜ Since
∂̟/∂t = 0, the fields transformation reads
E˜ = E+ (̟ × r˜)×B (6a)
B˜ = B. (6b)
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Assuming the fields in the rotating frame do not
depend on time, one can rewrite the Newton-Lorentz
equation as (see for example, Ref [61, p. 328])
m
∂v˜
∂t
= q(E⋆ + v˜ ×B⋆) (7)
with
E⋆ = E˜+∇
(
m̟2r˜2
2q
)
(8a)
B⋆ = B˜+
2m
q
̟ = 0. (8b)
Eq. (8b) shows that in the chosen frame rotating
with the angular frequency ̟ = −sgn(q)Ω/2 ez, the
magnetic field cancels. In this frame, the particle
dynamics is only controlled by the electric field E⋆.
The second term on the right hand side in Eq. (8a) is
the contribution of the centrifugal force. Introducing
the effective potential
φ⋆(r˜) = φ(r) + [2sgn(q)− 1]
qB0
2
8m
r˜2, (9)
Eq. (8a) writes E⋆ = −∇φ⋆. Since the Coriolis
force is proportional to ̟, it depends on the sign
of the rotation and therefore here on the sign of
the particle charge. In contrast, the centrifugal
force is proportional to ̟2, and is therefore positive
irrespective of the sign of the particle charge. For
positively charged particles, Coriolis and centrifugal
forces are in opposite direction, and one gets
φ⋆(r˜) = φ(r) +
qB0
2
8m
r˜2. (10)
If the potential applied in the laboratory frame
is constant (∂φ/∂r = 0), the effective potential φ⋆ in
Eq. (10) is convex, and ions are confined. Eq. (9) shows
electrons are also confined in this case. Now assume a
parabolic potential profile φ(r) = αr2 is applied in the
laboratory frame. This corresponds to a solid body
rotating plasma column since Er ∝ r so ∂Ωe/∂r = 0,
and thus, using Eq. (3), ∂ωB
−/∂r = 0. For α ≥
−qB0
2/(8m), an ion of mass m and charge q is still
confined. On the other hand, for α ≤ −qB0
2/(8m),
Eq. (10) tells us that φ⋆ is concave. An ion of mass
m and charge q is therefore radially unconfined. The
change in concavity of the effective potential profile
φ⋆(r) is illustrated in Fig. 4. The threshold value
αc = −qB0
2/(8m) for ion confinement can be rewritten
Er/(rB0) = Ω/4, which is the Brillouin limit given in
Eq. (5). Now suppose a multi-ion species plasma with
α = −qB0
2/(8m⋄), so that
φ⋆(r˜) =
qB0
2
8mm⋄
(m⋄ −m)r˜
2. (11)
The effective potential φ⋆ indicates that a singly
charged ion with mass m ≥ m⋄ will be radially
unconfined, while a singly charged ion with mass m ≤
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1
0
0.2
0.4
0.6
0.8
1
2nd order
4th order
(a) Laboratory potential φ(r)
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1
0.8
0.9
1
1.1
1.2
1.3
1.4
1.5
2nd order, 80 amu
2nd order, 120 amu
4th order, 80 amu
4th order, 120 amu
(b) Effective potential φ⋆(r)
Figure 4. Applied laboratory potential radial profile φ(r)
[(a)] and effective potential radial profile φ⋆(r) for two different
ion mass [(b)]. Solid line curves are obtained for φ(r) =
Va(1 − r2/a2), while dotted line curves are obtained for φ(r) =
βr4+Va(1−r2/a2), β ∈ IR. Va is the potential difference across
the plasma column for the parabolic case, a is the plasma column
radius. The addition of a fourth order term to the parabolic
profile leads to the formation of a potential well off-axis for heavy
ions (dotted blue curve).
m⋄ will be radially confined. This charge to mass ratio
threshold for confinement is the basis for the DC band
gap ion mass filter [62] used in the Archimedes plasma
mass filter [63]. In this device, ions are separated into
two components: light ions m/m⋄ < 1 are collected
axially along the magnetic field lines while heavy ions
m/m⋄ > 1 are collected radially.
Practically, this filtering mechanism has a few
limitations. First, since the confinement criteria
depends on the charge to mass ratio and not on the
mass alone: a doubly charged ion of mass 2m can not
be differentiated from a singly charged ion of mass m.
This means that heavy doubly charged ions will be
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collected with light singly charged ions. Second, the
filtering mechanism relies on low collisionality, which
sets a limit on plasma density and hence throughput
for a given magnetic field intensity. Indeed, the
radial ion transport induced by collisions with neutrals
brings light ions (m/m⋄ < 1) to the heavy ions
(m/m⋄ > 1) stream. Strictly speaking, ion-neutral
collisions slow down the slow mode and suppress
the requirement for ion radial confinement ΩE/Ω ≥
−1/4 [64]. In other words, the Brillouin limit breaks
down. Separation then hinges on the differential radial
transport properties of light and heavy ions. Finally,
and maybe most importantly, another limitation is
that heavy ions are typically collected over a large
region of the plasma chamber. This is because heavy
ions are extracted perpendicularly to the field lines
with little control. This is particularly an issue when
heavy particles are made of hazardous materials, for
example for nuclear waste cleanup.
To remediate to this last issue, one can use a
higher order polynomial profile for the laboratory
potential φ. For example, a fourth order polynomial
can be used to create a dip in effective potential off-
axis, while maintaining global radial confinement [65].
This scheme is illustrated in Fig. 4. For ions
lighter than the mass threshold (red dotted curve in
Fig. 4(a)), the effective potential φ⋆ is monotonically
increasing with r, so that light ions are collected axially
along the field lines in the central region. On the
other hand, heavy ions see a minimum in effective
potential off-axis (blue dotted curve in Fig. 4(b)),
but are still radially confined as opposed to the
parabolic potential case. Heavy ions are therefore
collected axially along the field lines but in an annular
region at larger radius. In contrast with the DC
band gap ion mass filter [62] for which collisions
are detrimental to separation performances, collisions
are in this configuration required since they allow
radial diffusion of heavy ions towards the off-axis
potential well. Without collisions, heavy ions would
extend radially from the center to a point rh past
the minimum of φ⋆ and which depends on the ion
temperature. Radial separation of heavy from light
ions can be optimized through the radial profile of the
laboratory potential φ(r) and the device geometry [65].
However, the advantage of extracting both light and
heavy species along field lines comes at the expense
of producing and controlling a more complex potential
radial profile in the plasma. Also, the use of higher-
order potential profile means that plasma rotation
is now sheared (∂ω/∂r 6= 0), which is known to
lead, under certain conditions, to the onset of Kelvin-
Helmholtz instabilities [66, 67].
To conclude this discussion of mass separation due
to E × B rotation in a uniform magnetic field, it is
worth noting that both radial-axial mass separation in
Archimedes filter [63] and radial-radial mass separation
in the double well mass filter [65] require fast plasma
rotation. Quantitatively, separation occurs near the
Brillouin limit for which |ω|/Ω ∼ 1/2. For this rotation
regime, significant differences in azimuthal velocities
can exist between ions with different mass, which could
trigger the onset of centrifugal instabilities [68–70].
In light of this observation, it seems advantageous if
possible to produce mass separation at lower rotation
velocity. This might be done by abandoning the
uniform axial magnetic field topology considered up
to this point.
3.2. E ×B rotating plasmas in inclined magnetic
fields
Substituting an inclined magnetic field B = Brer +
Bzez = Beb in place of the purely axial field
considered in the previous section offers additional
means of control. Assume a conical magnetic surface
defined by B · ez = cosα, and write s the curvilinear
coordinate along a given field line. Flux conservation
requires B(s) = B0r0/r(s), where B0 and r0 are the
magnetic field intensity and the field line radius at
s = 0, respectively. In this configuration, the magnetic
mirror force
−µ
∂B
∂s
eb = µB0
r0
r(s)2
sinαeb, (12)
with µ = mv⊥
2/(2B) the magnetic moment of
the particle. Besides this mirror force, the force
balance along the field line requires accounting for
the contribution of centrifugal forces produced by
plasma rotation mω2r(s) sinαeb, with ω the rotation
velocity. Note that the iso-rotation theorem states that
ω is constant on a given magnetic surface (see, e. g.,
Refs. [12, 71]). Centrifugal and mirror forces add up,
and a particle moving along the field line towards larger
r accelerates, while a particle moving towards smaller
r slows down.
Consider now the field topology depicted in
Fig. 5(a). A particle at radius r with negative v‖
sees a centrifugal potential barrier mω2(r2 − rm
2)/2.
Interestingly, this potential barrier is proportional to
the particle mass. For a given parallel energy ǫ‖ and
two particles of mass ml and mh with ml ≤ mh, there
therefore exists a rotation velocity ω for which the light
particle can reach rm, while the heavy particle can
not. Assuming a two-ion species plasma in thermal
equilibrium, this result can in principle be used to
preferentially collect light ions on the left side in
Fig. 5(a), as illustrated in Fig. 5(b). Strictly speaking,
one should also consider the mirror force which tends
to pull particles to larger r. However, from Eq.(12),
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(a) Centrifugal end plug
created by an inclined
magnetic field
Heavy
Light
(b) Collection diagram at rm for
heavy and light ions in thermal
equilibrium
Figure 5. Magnetic field topology [(a)] and mass separation
capabilities [(b)] of a centrifugal end plug. The blue shaded
region in Fig. (b) represents the part of ions starting at a radius
r which are collected at the minimum radius rm along the same
field line. Mirror forces are here neglected.
the ratio of centrifugal to mirror forces along the field
line is
Fc · eb
−µ∂B/∂s
=
2r3ω2
r0v⊥0
2
, (13)
and mirror effects should be negligible for large enough
r.
Centrifugal and mirror effects can also be used
in a way that they oppose each other, for example
by creating a magnetic mirror at a larger radius as
illustrated in Fig. 6(a). In this geometry, energy
conservation yields the confinement criteria [12, 72]
v‖
2 ≤ (rΩ)2
(
1−
rM
2
r2
)
+ v⊥
2
(
BM
B
− 1
)
, (14)
where rM and BM are the field line radius and
field intensity at the mirror, respectively. In the
configuration depicted in Fig. 6(a), rM/r > 1, so that
the first term on the right hand side in Eq. (14) is
negative, while the second term on the right hand side
is positive. As a result, a particle with v‖ = 0 is only
confined if v⊥
2 ≥Wc, with
Wc =
[(rM
r
)2
− 1
](
BM
B
− 1
)−1
r2ω2. (15)
This is in contrast with conventional rotating mir-
ror machines (rM/r ≪ 1) in which centrifugal forces
combine with mirror forces to enhance ion confine-
ment [73, 74]. The threshold in perpendicular velocity
described by Eq. (15) creates mass differential confine-
ment properties as shown in Fig. 6(b). Considering
again a two-ion species plasma in thermal equilibrium,
the loss cone modified by rotation will cover a larger
fraction of the distribution of heavy ions compared to
the distribution of light ions. The rotation velocity ω
provides control over the fraction of heavy ions lost
through the mirror.
(a) Mirror end plug at large
radius
(b) Particle confinement for heavy
and light ions in thermal
equilibrium
Figure 6. Magnetic field topology [(a)] and mass separation
capabilities [(b)] of a mirror end plug. Wc is defined in Eq. (15).
The shaded area in Fig. (b) represents the mirror loss cone, which
grows with the rotation velocity ω.
These two effects, namely preferential collection
of light ions at smaller radius (Fig. 5) and preferential
collection of heavy ions through a magnetic mirror at
large radius (Fig. 6), are the basis of the Magnetic Cen-
trifugal Mass Filter (MCMF) [75]. In this device, col-
lisionality has to be large enough for ion-ion pitch an-
gle scattering to scatter ions into the small radius side
loss cone, but low enough to limit perpendicular trans-
port. The mass separation capabilities were confirmed
through preliminary numerical simulations [51,76], and
constrains imposed by collisionality on the operating
window were recently highlighted [77].
One critical question on which hinges the
demonstration of the practicality of E × B rotating
plasma configurations for mass separation is the ability
to establish and control the required perpendicular
electric field in the plasma via end electrodes (see, e. g.,
Refs [78–80]). Alternatively, wave-induced rotation
has been suggested [81] as a way to suppress the
need for end electrodes, but remains to be validated
experimentally. Another possibility to produce plasma
rotation might lie in the use of rotating magnetic fields.
3.3. Plasma rotation in rotating magnetic fields
Alfve´n’s frozen in theorem predicts that a magnetized
plasma column with an axial static magnetic field
B0ez can, under certain conditions, be spun using
a rotating magnetic field [82]. This configuration is
depicted in Fig. 7. However, single particle dynamics
in rotating field configurations is far more convoluted
than simple rotation [83–85]. It was recently shown
that ion confinement in rotating depends strongly on
the particular external driving currents geometry used
to produce this rotating magnetic field [86]. This
result can be understood by noting that the rotating
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Figure 7. Linear configuration: static axial magnetic field B0ez
plus rotating magnetic field b = b0[cos(νt)ex + sin(νt)ey ].
magnetic field
b = b0[cos(νt)ex + sin(νt)ey] (16)
can be obtained from any linear combination of the two
vector potentials
As = b0 [y cos(νt)− x sin(νt)] ez, (17a)
Aa = b0z [sin(νt)ex − cos(νt)ey] , (17b)
and that each of this vector potential combination leads
to a different particle dynamic as a result of a different
inductive electric field E = −∂A/∂t. Furthermore, the
orbit of a particle in a given combination of As and Aa
can not be simply deduced from the particle orbits in
As and Aa separately [86].
For each vector potential field, ion stability criteria
depends on ν/Ω and b0/B0, with Ω = |q|B0/m.
Since Ω ∝ m−1, any stability frontier which is not
purely horizontal in the (ν/Ω, b0/B0) plane offers
opportunities for mass separation. For example, the
stability diagram for the simple case As is plotted
in Fig. 8. For any rotating field amplitude b0 6= 0,
three regions can be used to separate elements based
on mass. For case B in Fig. 8, a heavy ion of mass
mh is radially confined, but for the same conditions a
light ion of mass ml is not. A similar situation is found
for the same parameters if driving the rotating field in
the opposite direction. On the other hand, light ions
are confined while heavy ions are not for case A. The
possibility to choose which of heavy or light particles
is radially confined could prove very useful for some
applications, and addresses one of the limitations of the
Archimedes filter [63] discussed earlier in this section.
In light of these results, rotating magnetic field
configurations appear promising for mass separation
applications. However, it should be stressed that the
vector potential field A one will obtain for a given
driving currents configuration might differ from the
ideal case considered above. Take for example As.
0 0.5 1
Figure 8. Stability diagram for the vector potential As,
from [86]. ν is the rotating field angular frequency, Ω = |q|B0/m
is the gyro-frequency and B0 and b0 are the axial and rotating
magnetic field amplitudes, respectively. Hatched regions denote
unstable regions, where ions are radially unconfined. ml and mh
denote the mass of two ions (ml < mh). Since Ω ∝ m
−1, there
exists ν such that the light ion is confined while the heavy ion is
unconfined (case B), and reciprocally (case A).
Because the inductive electric field −∂As/∂t is along
the static magnetic field lines, screening is expected
to take place, and the effective As will then be a
function of position [86]. The actual vector potential
will be even more complex if collisional effects are to
be accounted for.
4. Summary
Innovative separation technologies could offer inge-
nious solutions to important societal challenges. One
example of innovative separation technology is plasma
separation. Plasma separation stands out from conven-
tional separation techniques by allowing separation at
the elemental level based on physical properties. Once
a plasma is made out of the mixture to be separated, all
differential transport and confinement properties found
in plasmas can be leveraged to produce separation. In
essence, plasma separation is an extension of plasma
confinement physics, but for which the focus is shifted
from maximizing confinement to maximizing differen-
tial effects.
One particular physical criteria for separation in a
plasma is atomic mass. Plasma mass separation could
prove valuable for nuclear waste cleanup, nuclear spent
fuel reprocessing and rare earth recycling. Although
isotope separation motivated the development of a few
plasma mass filtration concepts in the 1980s, most
of these concepts feature limited throughput. Most
often, this limit results from constrains on plasma
density set by collisions. Since new applications require
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processing large quantities of material, there is a need
for developing new plasma mass separation concepts.
Although mass separation can be envisioned in
many ways, rotating plasmas hold promise owing to
centrifugal forces. Rotating plasmas can be used
similarly to spinning gases or liquids to separate
elements in plasma centrifuges. However, the
uniqueness of plasmas lies in the fact that other forces
can be leveraged in combination with centrifugal forces.
This obviously includes electric and magnetic forces,
but also mirror forces. A particle in a spinning gas
column sees a mass dependent parabolic centrifugal
potential. On the other hand, a charged particle in an
E × B spinning plasma column (axial magnetic field,
radial electric field) sees the same parabolic centrifugal
potential plus an electric potential which depends on
the applied potential radial profile. The extra control
knob offered by the applied electric potential allows
to confine radially light ions while deconfining heavy
ions, or to separate light and heavy ions in distinct
radial potential wells. Further means of control on
particle dynamics can be obtained if abandoning the
purely axial magnetic field topology. One solution then
consists in combining magnetic pressure with variation
of centrifugal potential along the magnetic field line
to create mass differential confinement properties.
Finally, another way to produce plasma rotation
consists in using a rotating magnetic field. This
can in principle be achieved through different driving
currents configurations, which each leads to different
mass confinement capabilities.
The development of actual plasma mass filtering
devices hinges on the demonstration of the ability to
produce and control transverse electric fields for E×B
rotating devices, or suitable potential vector fields for
rotating magnetic field configurations. Most impor-
tantly, this capability will have to be demonstrated for
plasma parameters which are compatible with high-
throughput separation applications. To the extent that
perpendicular transport and rotation play a key role on
performances in a large number of cross-field devices,
it is anticipated that these results will benefit many
applications besides mass separation.
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